WHAT’S NEW FROM INTERAXIONS

In an effort to provide our customers with the best-in-class functionality and services, we introduced several new features and enhancements to Chempax C/S during Interaxions 2016. As technology continues to evolve and grow so does Chempax C/S. These developments enable organizations to be more efficient, productive and gain greater insight into their business.

GENERAL LOOKUP LISTS - DROP-DOWN BROWSES

The Lookup Lists in Chempax C/S have been updated to display as many records as possible based upon users screen resolution. This makes it easier and quicker to find information you are looking for without having to scroll down a list.

UPCOMING TRADE SHOWS

Meet Datacor Representatives at upcoming industry trade shows.

August
16 - 19: ChemEdge 2016

September
7 - 9: Specialty & Agro Chemicals America Show
7 - 10: 2016 AWT Annual Convention & Exposition
19 - 21: NACD Northeast Region Meeting

SAVE THE DATE

May 16 - 19, 2017
Harrah’s Resort Atlantic City
Atlantic City, NJ
**WARN FOR OVER SHIPMENT (O/E MODULE CONTROL #57)**

The O/E Module Control #57 (Warn for Over Shipment) has been updated to include Ignore, Warn, or Halt options. The “Halt” option is a new feature that will prevent completing a shipment confirmation process if the amount being shipped for any line item exceeds the order’s open amount.

**SYSTEM – DEFINE CUSTOM STATIC VALUES**

Chempax C/S has been enhanced to allow users to define a list of values for a field on a screen not already associated with a lookup list. Take for example the “Shipper Chosen By” field in PO Entry / Maintenance, this field is free form allowing entry of any value. The ability to define your own lookup values provides structure and consistency to data. Using this feature along with the ability to update a field label allows users to tailor the screen to their business needs.

**TRANSACTION LIFECYCLE INQUIRY**

The Transaction Lifecycle Inquiry displays the entire order to cash receipts or the purchase to pay transactions thread.

A. The Shipper ID now displays alongside the Tracking # allowing users to easily follow-up on the status of a shipment.

B. Details have also been added to show the user who created the transaction along with the user that updated the transaction last. These details make it easier to audit when researching any issues.
PORTALS

CONSOLIDATED CONTACT TAB
The new Consolidated Contacts Tab in the Customer and Supplier Portals enables users to quickly access all contacts associated with a selected record. Additionally, users can simply select one or more contacts and use the “Email” Context Menu option to send an email to the selected contact(s).

SAVED LAYOUTS DISPLAY
Chempax C/S has the ability to save different layouts in the portals based upon which tasks users perform. These saved layouts are now displayed in alphabetical order making it much easier to load the desired layout.

SUPPLIER PORTAL – PO ACCRUAL & FREIGHT ACCRUAL TABS
The new PO Accrual and Freight Accrual tabs in the Supplier Portal allows users quick access to see if the accrual has occurred without having to key in all the information in the voucher entry screen. Once the accrual has been located the voucher can be entered via the Voucher Entry context menu item.
AD (SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION)

USER/USER GROUPS MAINTENANCE

The new User/User Groups Maintenance menu allows administrators to easily set up and assign users to multiple groups based on security level.

![User/User Groups Maintenance Menu](image)

DATABASE SCHEMA VIEWER

A new “Table Mode/Field Mode” option has been added to the Database Schema Viewer. This allows users to instantly see all the fields that contain the entered text and then all the tables with that field. Therefore, making it easier and faster to find information stored in the database.

![Database Schema Viewer](image)
A/P (ACCOUNTS PAYABLE)
PROCESS ACH PAYMENTS
Chempax C/S has been enhanced to send tax remittance information using the Tax Payment (TXP) Banking Convention. Users simply define a new Supplier Remit to Address for tax payments populating the ACH Tax payment fields. Chempax C/S will then generate the ACH payment in TXP format when paying one’s tax obligations. Therefore, this new feature streamlines and saves users hours for processing tax information each month.

I/N (INVOICING)
PROCESS ORDER SHIPMENTS
A. The Customer Name and Customer ID have been added to the Master BOL lookup list to allow for quicker validation.
B. Users now have the ability to schedule Process Order Shipments to the External Processor.
The new Supplier RMA Report shows which suppliers have the most returns due to product quality issues. This report allows users to discover if it’s time to find a new supplier or negotiate some concessions on future business.

DISPLAY G/L ACCOUNT MAPPING DETAILS ON PRE-POSTING REPORT

The new “Display G/L Account Mapping Details on Pre-Posting Report” (User Control #95) has been added to Chempax C/S. This control displays values in the G/L Account mapping logic to assist users troubleshooting as to why the account was used.

P/O (PURCHASE ORDER)

SUPPLIER RMA REPORT

The new Supplier RMA Report shows which suppliers have the most returns due to product quality issues. This report allows users to discover if it’s time to find a new supplier or negotiate some concessions on future business.
OPEN PURCHASE ORDER REPORT
A new “In List” criteria option has been added to the P.O. Warehouse filter for the Open Purchase Order Report. This allows users to easily filter the report to include only information from certain desired warehouses.

T/M (TABLE MAINTENANCE MODULE)
SALES TAX CODE/RATES MAINTENANCE
The new “Copy Schedule” button allows users to tweak an existing tax schedule. Additionally, users can simply update more than a few rates at one time by leveraging the new DTU functionality added to Sales tax Code Rates Maintenance. Therefore, users will save time keeping up with sales tax rate changes.
CHEMICAL DATA REPORT (CDR)

A new report has been added to Chempax C/S called the Chemical Data Report. This report provides information needed to complete the required Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Chemical Data Reporting form on the EPA website. For the calendar years of 2012 - 2015, the report presents total quantity in lbs by CAS number by US warehouse for: Quantity Manufactured, Quantity Exported, Quantity Imported, Quantity Imported Direct Ship, and Quantity Used (quantity manufactured + imported – shipped). Click Here for more information about the Chemical Data Reporting under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).

The submission period for the 2016 CDR is from June 1, 2016 to September 30, 2016.